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Abstract
Due to their relevance in systems analysis and (robust) controller design, we consider the problem of determining control-
theoretic system properties of an a priori unknown system from data only. More specifically, we introduce a necessary and
sufficient condition for a discrete-time linear time-invariant system to satisfy a given integral quadratic constraint (IQC) over
a finite time horizon using only one input-output trajectory of finite length. Furthermore, for certain classes of IQCs, we
provide convex optimization problems in form of semidefinite programs (SDPs) to retrieve the optimal, i.e. the tightest, system
property description that is satisfied by the unknown system. Finally, we provide bounds on the difference between finite and
infinite horizon IQCs and illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in a variety of simulation studies including noisy
measurements and a high dimensional system.
Key words: Data-based systems analysis, input-output methods, estimation, system identification for control, integral
quadratic constraints, dynamic properties, linear systems
1 Introduction
Most established theory on controller design is based on
amodel of a system. However,with the growing complex-
ity of the plants to be controlled, finding suitable models
from first principles quickly becomes an arduous task.
Therefore, there has been a rising interest in learning
controllers directly from data, commonly referred to as
’data-driven control’ approaches. Many such approaches
are summarized in [14]. While model-based control the-
ory usually provides rigorous mathematical guarantees
for the stability and performance of the controlled loop,
endowing data-driven methods with the same guaran-
tees is an open field of research. We highlight a few of
the very diverse but promising methods and directions
in the following (that are not included in [14]).
In [4] a reinforcement learning algorithm is presented
which explicitly considers stability guarantees. In the
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same direction, the stability of a closed loop represented
by a Gaussian Process is examined in [41]. Both works
and references therein are hence examples of works that
apply the stability concept from systems and control
theory to established (machine) learning approaches.
Along the lines of identification for control [12], another
approach that recently regained further attention is to
identify a model with guaranteed bounds on the uncer-
tainty, which are then accounted for in the robust con-
troller design. A promising work in this direction for lin-
ear time-invariant (LTI) systems was presented in [9,37].
However, there are still many open questions aiming at
presenting end-to-end guarantees in an automatic data-
based control design procedure.
Another area naturally suited for data-driven concepts
is the behavioral context. In [44], for example, it was
shown how a single data trajectory can be used to
parametrize all possible future system trajectories for
LTI systems. On the basis of this result, data-driven
feedback controllers with stability and performance
guarantees were introduced in [24], with robust con-
troller design presented in [3]. Furthermore, a data-
driven model predictive controller was presented in [8]
with stability guarantees provided in [2], and determin-
ing control-theoretic system properties from data was
approached in [18,29,45]. Besides [18,29,45], there have
been considerably more approaches to determine system
properties such as the L2-gain (or operator gain), pas-
sivity properties, or more generally dissipation inequali-
ties. Why is obtaining control-theoretic properties from
data so attractive? Knowledge of certain system prop-
erties such as the operator gain or passivity properties
allow for the direct application of well-known feedback
theorems. Therefore, learning such system properties
from data can retain many of the desired advantages
of data-driven approaches (simple to apply, no expert
knowledge required), while still providing insights into
the unknown system and guarantees for the closed-loop
behavior with no restrictions on the controller structure.
Besides the obvious application of controller design via
well-known feedback theorems (e.g. [10,19,38,47]), there
have been more specific applications of data-driven
system properties for controller validation [39], fault de-
tection and mitigation [46], and model-free cooperative
controller design [34], to highlight some examples.
Due to those reasons, learning system properties from
data has recently gained quite some attention. While
the estimation of the operator gain has a longer history
[22,23,25,26,28,42,43], more recent approaches for learn-
ing system properties extended their consideration to
passivity properties [31] or more general dissipation in-
equalities [18,21,29,30]. All these methods aim at avoid-
ing the computational load of identifying a full model
and skipping an unnatural fit to a parametric system
possibly introducing additional error. Very generally,
nonparametric methods to learn system properties di-
rectly from data can be divided into online methods,
where iterative experiments on the unknown system are
performed, and offline methods, where one has access to
previously measured trajectories of the system. While
online methods for determining system properties of LTI
systems [22,23,26,28,31,42,43] come with their own ad-
vantages, assuming that arbitrary iterative experiments
can be performed on the system is quite restrictive and
possibly time-consuming. Therefore, we consider here an
offline approach, which requires only one input-output
trajectory, where the input is persistently exciting of
suitable order.
In fact, our approach in this paper is much in line with
[18], which introduced the idea of determining dissipa-
tivity from a one-shot trajectory on the basis of the be-
havioral framework. However, their approach resulted in
a non-convex indefinite quadratic program which gen-
erally is very hard to solve. In [29], verification of dissi-
pativity was boiled down to checking positive semidef-
initeness of a single matrix, which thus could be effi-
ciently verified. Similar results were obtained in [45] in
the behavioral framework. In this paper, we provide nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for a discrete-time LTI
system to satisfy an integral quadratic constraint (IQC)
based only on a definiteness condition on a single data-
dependent matrix in Sec. 3. IQCs can be used to receive
a more informative and tighter description of the un-
known system compared to dissipativity properties. This
then allows, e.g., for less conservative robust controller
design. Therefore, we additionally characterize optimal,
i.e., tight system properties and provide SDPs to find
these IQCs in Sec. 4. While most of the paper consid-
ers the IQC property over a finite time horizon, we infer
bounds on the respective property over the infinite time
horizon in Sec. 5 and conclude this paper with simulation
studies demonstrating the potential of this approach in
Sec. 6.
2 Problem Formulation
2.1 Notation
We write In for the n× n identity matrix and 0n×m for
an n×m zero matrix. If the dimensions of the matrices
are clear from the context, we will omit the coefficients
n,m. For some matrix A, we denote by A⊥ the orthog-
onal complement of A, i.e., a matrix which contains the
column vectors spanning the kernel of A. The symbol
⊗ is used to represent the Kronecker product. Given a
finite sequence {xk}
N−1
k=0 , we define the corresponding
Hankel matrix
HL(x) :=

x0 x1 . . . xN−L
x1 x2 . . . xN−L+1
...
...
. . .
...
xL−1 xL . . . xN−1
 .
We will use x to denote either the sequence itself or the
stacked vector containing its components. The Hilbert
space ln2 consists of square summable vector-valued se-
quences x = (x0, x1, . . . ), where 〈x, x〉ln
2
= ‖x‖2ln
2
:=∑∞
k=0 x
⊤
k xk < ∞. Furthermore, the space of matrix-
valued real-rational functions essentially bounded on the
unit circle is denoted by RL∞. For any transfer func-
tion Ψ ∈ RLnr×(m+p)∞ , we let TL(Ψ) denote the block
Toeplitz matrix representing the input-output map of
length L
TL(Ψ) =

gΨ0 0 0 . . . 0
gΨ1 g
Ψ
0 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
gΨL−1 g
Ψ
L−2 . . . g
Ψ
0
 ,
where {(gΨk )}k=0,1,2,... is the impulse response of Ψ with
gΨk ∈ R
nr×(m+p), k = 1, 2, . . . . Moreover, ⋆ denotes the
convolution operator, e.g.
rk =
(
gΨ ⋆
(
u
y
))
k
2
with uk ∈ R
m, yk ∈ R
p and rk ∈ R
nr . The adjoint
of X is denoted by X⋆. The subspace RH∞ consists of
functions in RL∞ that are analytic outside the unit cir-
cle. The para-hermitian conjugate of a complex matrix-
valued function G(z) is G∼(z) := G⊤(z−1). Note that
G∼(ejω) = G⋆(ejω) for all ω ∈ R ∪ {±∞}.
2.2 Setup
We consider discrete-time multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) LTI systems of order n with m inputs
and p outputs. We are interested in the case where
no model of the given system is known, but an input-
output trajectory of the system is available. Note that
we only consider trajectories that come from a mini-
mal realization of an MIMO LTI system. On the basis
of that input-output trajectory, we aim to determine
input-output properties of the unknown system.
Definition 1 We say that an input-output sequence
{(uk, yk)}
N−1
k=0 is a trajectory of an LTI system G, if
there exists an initial condition x0 ∈ R
n such that
xk+1 = Axk +Buk, x(0) = x0,
yk = Cxk +Duk,
for k = 0, . . . , N−1with (A,B,C,D) defining a minimal
realization of G.
To have sufficient information in the initially measured
input-output trajectory of our system, we will need the
condition that the input of the measured trajectory is
persistently exciting in the following sense.
Definition 2 We say that a signal {uk}
N−1
k=0 with uk ∈
Rm is persistently exciting of order L, if rank (HL(u)) ≥
mL.
Note that Definition 2 implies N ≥ (m+1)L− 1, yield-
ing a lower bound on the length of the required input-
output trajectory for being persistently exciting of order
L, which also dependents on the number of inputs m.
Our approach is based on results originally developed in
the context of behavioral systems theory in [44], which
provide a characterization of all trajectories of an un-
known LTI system on the basis of a single input-output
trajectory. This result was reformulated in [1] as follows,
providing a simple equivalent characterization of Defini-
tion 1 from data.
Theorem 3 ([1]) Suppose {uk, yk}
N−1
k=0 is a trajectory
of an LTI system G, where u is persistently exciting of
order L+n. Then, {u¯k, y¯k}
L−1
k=0 is a trajectory of G if and
only if there exists α ∈ RN−L+1 such that(
HL(u)
HL(y)
)
α =
(
u¯
y¯
)
. (1)
This theorem basically describes that for all linear time-
invariant systems any input-output trajectory of the sys-
tem can be constructed from time-shifts and linear com-
binations of one measured trajectory of the same sys-
tem. The only requirement is that the input signal of the
measured trajectory is persistently exciting of sufficient
order, i.e., entails sufficient information. Therefore, this
result constitutes a natural basis for data-based infer-
ence of input-output properties.
2.3 Data-Driven Integral Quadratic Constraints
We follow the introduction and notation on discrete-
time IQCs in [11,16,20]. Generally, Let P be a linear,
bounded, self-adjoint operator. Then our system is said
to satisfy the IQC defined by the multiplier P if
〈(
u
y
)
, P
(
u
y
)〉
l2
≥ 0 ∀u ∈ lm2 . (2)
As introduced in [19], we will in the following charac-
terize P as an LTI system P ∈ RL(m+p)×(m+p)∞ , which
includes most multipliers in the literature.
The inner product (2) can be evaluated in the frequency
domain by the Plancheral theorem, which yields
1
2π
∫ π
−π
(
uˆ(eiω)
yˆ(eiω)
)⋆
P (eiω)
(
uˆ(eiω)
yˆ(eiω)
)
dω, (3)
where uˆ and yˆ are the discrete-time Fourier trans-
forms of u and y, respectively. The IQC (3) can also
be evaluated in the time domain based on a factoriza-
tion P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) where M = M⊤ ∈ Rnr×nr
and Ψ ∈ RHnr×(m+p)∞ . A factorization of such a form
P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) is always possible, although it is
not unique. In fact, one can always construct a factor-
ization from any P such that Ψ is causal and stable [15].
Hence, throughout the paper, we consider Ψ to be a
stable and causal LTI system with zero initial condition,
if not otherwise explicitly stated. This leads us finally
to the following definition of IQCs in the discrete time
domain [11].
Definition 4 We say that an LTI system G satisfies an
IQC for a given multiplier P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) if
h∑
k=0
r⊤k Mrk ≥ 0 ∀h ≥ 0
with rk =
(
gΨ ⋆
(
u
y
))
k
(4)
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for all trajectories {uk, yk}
∞
k=0 of G with u ∈ l
m
2 and ini-
tial condition x0 = 0, where x is the state of an arbitrary
minimal realization of G.
Intuitively, computing the signal r corresponds to filter-
ing the input and output signals {uk, yk}
∞
k=0 through an
LTI system Ψ with zero initial condition (here simply
denoted by the convolution operator with the impulse
response of Ψ). The time domain IQC is then an inequal-
ity (’dissipativity condition’) on the filtered output r.
Since we can only measure input-output trajectories
over a finite horizon, we introduce the relaxed version
of finite-time IQC, or in short L-IQC, in this paper.
Results for the infinite horizon can be found in Sec. 5,
where the connection of IQCs and L-IQCs is discussed.
The definition of L-IQCs is based on the definition of L-
dissipativity as introduced in [18]. L-dissipativity can be
seen as a special subclass of L-IQCs, as explained below.
Definition 5 We say that an LTI system G satisfies an
L-IQC for a given P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) if
h∑
k=0
r⊤k Mrk ≥ 0 ∀h = 0, . . . , L− 1 (5a)
with rk =
(
gΨ ⋆
(
u
y
))
k
(5b)
for all trajectories {uk, yk}
L−1
k=0 ofG with initial condition
x0 = 0, where x is the state of an arbitrary minimal
realization of G.
It is actually sufficient for an L-IQC to verify that (5)
holds for the horizon h = L− 1.
Proposition 6 An LTI systemG satisfies an L-IQC for
a given P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) if and only if
L−1∑
k=0
r⊤k Mrk ≥ 0, with rk =
(
gΨ ⋆
(
u
y
))
k
(6)
holds for all trajectories {uk, yk}
L−1
k=0 of G with initial
condition x0 = 0, where x is the state of an arbitrary
minimal realization of G.
The proof follows the arguments in the proof of [29,
Prop. 6] and is hence omitted here.
As already hinted towards before, dissipativity prop-
erties constitute one very important subclass of IQCs,
where Ψ and hence P are constant matrices (e.g. Ψ =
Im+p, P = M ∈ R
(m+p)×(m+p)). This subclass includes
important input-output properties such as the opera-
tor gain (H∞-norm), passivity properties (input- and
output-strict passivity), and conic relations. Therefore,
any results on IQCs naturally include dissipativity prop-
erties.
Having introduced the notation, problem setup together
with some pre-analysis results in this section, in the re-
mainder of the paper we will
• show how to verify (5) given one input-output trajec-
tory in Sec. 3,
• discuss how these methods can be used to find an
’optimal’ IQC in Sec. 4,
• provide bounds on the respective system properties
over the infinite time horizon in Sec. 5,
• and prove the practicality of the introduced method
on a high dimensional numerical example in Sec. 6.
3 Data-Based Characterization of System
Properties
In this section, we provide necessary and sufficient data-
based conditions for an LTI system satisfying an L-IQC.
The underlying idea is to replace all possible trajectories
of an LTI system in the IQC condition (6) by a Han-
kel matrix containing the measured data making use of
Thm. 3. For this purpose, we first define {wk}
N−1
k=0 to be a
stacked input-output trajectory {uk, yk}
N−1
k=0 as defined
by
wk =
(
uk
yk
)
, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
Since (6) only needs to hold for trajectories with x0 = 0,
we consider trajectories satisfying w0 = · · · = wν−1 = 0
for some integer ν. The restriction to this subspace can
be equivalently formulated by V˜ νw = 0 with
V˜ ν=
(
I(m+p)ν 0(m+p)ν×(m+p)(L−ν)
)
∈ Rν(m+p)×L(m+p).
Further, we define V νL (w) =
(
V˜ νHL(w)
)⊥
to capture
this condition via Finsler’s lemma in the following theo-
rem, which provides necessary and sufficient conditions
for an L-IQC from data.
Theorem 7 Suppose {uk, yk}
N−1
k=0 is a trajectory of an
LTI system G. (i) If u is persistently exciting of order
L+ n and
V ν⊤L (w)H
⊤
L (w)T
⊤
L (Ψ)(IL⊗M)TL(Ψ)HL(w)V
ν
L (w)  0
(7)
for some ν < L, then G satisfies the (L−ν)-IQC defined
by P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z). (ii) If G satisfies the (L− ν)-
IQC defined by P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z), then (7) holds for
any ν with n ≤ ν < L.
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PROOF. (i) By applying Finsler’s lemma, inequal-
ity (7) is equivalent to
α⊤H⊤L (w)T
⊤
L (Ψ)(IL⊗M)TL(Ψ)HL(w)α ≥ 0 (8)
for all α ∈ RN−L+1 that satisfy V˜ νHL(w)α = 0. Thm. 3
together with the fact that the rows of the linear equa-
tions (1) can be arbitrarily permutated, this yields
w¯⊤T⊤L (Ψ)(IL ⊗M)TL(Ψ)w¯ ≥ 0 (9)
for all trajectories {w¯}L−1k=0 of G with w¯0 = · · · = w¯ν−1 =
0. This in turn implies
w¯′⊤T⊤L−ν(Ψ)(IL−ν ⊗M)TL−ν(Ψ)w¯
′ ≥ 0 (10)
for all trajectories {w¯′}L−ν−1k=0 of G with zero initial con-
dition.
As Ψ is an LTI system with zero initial condition, the
output to any given input {w¯′}L−ν−1k=0 to Ψ can be cast in
matrix notation as r = TL(Ψ)w¯
′, which is hence equiv-
alent to the convolution in (5b). Therefore, we obtain
L−ν−1∑
k=0
r⊤k Mrk ≥ 0 with rk =
(
gΨ ⋆ w¯′
)
k
(11)
which, together with the result of Prop. 6, results in G
satisfying the (L− ν)-IQC as defined in Def. 5.
(ii) Satisfying an (L − ν)-IQC (with L > ν) implies
that (11) and hence (10) holds for all {w¯′}L−ν−1k=0 of G
with zero initial condition. For any trajectory {w¯k}
L−1
k=0
of G, V˜ νw¯ = 0 together with n ≤ ν imply xν = 0
where x is the state of an arbitrary minimal realization
of G. Therefore, (10) for all {w¯′}L−ν−1k=0 of G with zero
initial condition implies that (9) holds for all trajectories
{w¯}L−1k=0 of G with w¯0 = · · · = w¯ν−1 = 0whenever n ≤ ν.
Since HL(w)α with α ∈ R
NL+1 such that V˜ νHL(w)α =
0 is a subset of all trajectories {w¯}L−1k=0 of G with w¯0 =
· · · = w¯ν−1 = 0 (with equality if u is persistently exciting
of order L + n, cf. [1]), inequality (8) follows from (9).
Applying Finsler’s lemma similar to part (i) (as Finsler’s
lemma provides necessary and sufficient conditions), this
in turn yields (7). ✷
The above theorem can be seen as an extension of [29,
Thm. 7] and provides a data-based characterization of
an L-IQC (Def. 4). While Def. 4 requires that all possi-
ble input-output trajectories satisfy the inequality (4),
the condition in Thm. 7 is based on only one measured
input-output trajectory of the system. Checking an L-
IQC defined by a multiplier P finally boils down to sim-
ply checking a semi-definiteness condition of one ma-
trix (7), which can be obtained from data.
There are only two requirements for verifying an L-IQC
via Thm. 7. More specifically, the sufficient condition in
part (i) of Thm. 7 requires persistence of excitation of
the input to ensure that the Hankel matrix spans the full
system behavior. However, even if the image of HL(w)
does not span the full system behavior, any vector in the
image ofHL(w) is still a trajectory of the underlying LTI
system. Hence, even if the input signal of the available
data pair {uk, yk}
L−1
k=0 is not persistently exciting, we can
still infer via part (ii) of Thm. 7 that a system does not
satisfy a specific L-IQC.
The other requirement in Thm. 7 is an upper bound on
the system order n denoted by ν. More specifically, this
upper bound ν is required for the necessary condition in
part (ii) of Thm. 7. This bound is used in the matrix V νL ,
which is used to restrict the IQC condition to trajectories
with zero initial conditions. Def. 4 thus directly explains
the requirement of ν ≥ n in part (ii) of Thm. 7. To be
more precise, it would actually be sufficient to choose
ν greater or equal to the lag defined by the smallest
integer l ∈ Z>0 such that the observability matrix of G
given by Ol(A,C) := col(C,CA, . . . , CA
l−1) has rank
n, which implies n ≥ l, as also explained in [8]. While
a suitable upper bound is not an assumption for part
(i) of Thm. 7, choosing ν lower than l might result in a
violation of (7) even though the system in fact satisfies
the given IQC. For practical applications, ν can simply
be chosen relatively large with the only drawback that
the horizon over which anL-IQC is guaranteed, i.e. L−ν,
decreases.
We also want to stress here, how particularly simple the
condition (7) for an L-IQC is. Not only can the semi-
definiteness condition be simply verified by computing,
for example, the smallest eigenvalue of the resulting ma-
trix via Matlab functions such as eigs, it is also easy to
grasp. While T⊤L (Ψ)(IL ⊗M)TL(Ψ) represent the IQC,
the Hankel matrixHL(w) spans the system behavior and
V νL (w) relaxes the conditions to only trajectories with
zero initial conditions.
Remark 8 Throughout the paper, we assume Ψ to be
causal and stable for simplicity, as there always exists a
factorization of P such that this is satisfied ([15, Lemma
1]). However, Thm. 7 can also be extended to acausal
multipliers Ψ as Toeplitz matrices can represent causal
and acausal LTI operators. Special attention must then
be given to the choice of ν. For more details on handling
acausal multipliers by Toeplitz matrices, the reader is
referred to [20].
Remark 9 While Thm. 7 includes the multiplier Ψ as a
matrix TL(Ψ) multiplied to IL ⊗M , one could also filter
the measured trajectory {uk, yk}
L−1
k=0 by Ψ and apply the
results from [29] to the filtered signal {rk}
L−1
k=0 . However,
one would need to account for the order of the filter in the
estimate of ν. More importantly, this would not allow to
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optimize over the filter Ψ, which will be done in Sec. 4.
Remark 10 In practice the output measurement is often
corrupted by measurement noise, which can be modeled as
an instance of a stochastic process {εk}
N−1
k=0 . In this case,
a relaxation of the proposed IQC verification analogue
to [29] can be applied. The idea is, on a high level, to
approximate the perturbation that the noise causes on the
matrix condition from noisy data {w˜k}
N−1
k=0 , and relax the
semi-definiteness condition (7) accordingly by
V ν⊤L (w˜)H
⊤
L (w˜)T
⊤
L (Ψ)(IL⊗M)TL(Ψ)HL(w˜)V
ν
L (w˜)  δI
(12)
for some δ < 0. To approximate the influence of the mea-
surement noise, we sample K arbitrary noise instances
{ε
(i)
k }
N−1
k=0 , i = 1, . . . ,K from the assumed noise distri-
bution offline and compute δ by
δ =
1
K
K∑
i=1
λmin
(
V ν⊤L (w˜)EL(w˜, ε
(i))V νL (w˜)
)
(13)
with DL(w˜) = H
⊤
L (w˜)T
⊤
L (Ψ)(IL ⊗ M)TL(Ψ)HL(w˜),
and EL(v˜, ε
(i)) = DL( ˜˜w
(i)) − DL(w˜) with ˜˜w
(i)
k =
w˜k + (0 ε
(i)⊤
k )
⊤. Summarizing, this leads to the follow-
ing algorithm.
Algorithm 1 IQCs from noisy measurements
(1) Measure data {uk, y˜k}
N−1
k=0 .
(2) Draw K noise samples {ε
(i)
k }
N−1
k=0 , i = 1, . . . ,K of-
fline from the noise distribution.
(3) Compute δ using (13).
(4) Use (12) for checking the L-IQC.
Noise can also be reduced by e.g. averaging (or to taking
any convex combination) over signals if more than one
trajectory is available. While the above approach cannot
provide guarantees on the resulting IQC, it provides very
promising results in practice.
Example 11 Let us demonstrate the potential of Thm. 7
with a numerical example. We choose three random 2×2
MIMO system with system order n = 3 via the Matlab
function drss(3,2,2) with the seed rng(i), i = 2, 3, 4. We
choose ν = 3, L = 200 and N = 500 together with the
IQC from [11, p. 3147]:
Ψ(z) =
(
B(z)⊗ Im 0
0 B(z)⊗ Ip
)
,
M =
(
γ2X ⊗ Im 0
0 −X ⊗ Ip
)
,
1
2
3
4
5
γ
0 0.1 0.2 0.3
ε¯
Fig. 1. Finding an L-IQC for three random 2 × 2 MIMO
systems (red, green, blue) from one input-output trajecto-
ries corrupted by measurement noise of different levels with
Algorithm 1.
where B(z) =
(
1 1
z−λ . . .
1
z−λ
b−1
)⊤
with b = 3, λ =
0.5 and X = I3. We compute the smallest γ via bisec-
tion such that our unknown systems still satisfy the L-
IQC. We then consider measurements subject to uniform
multiplicative noise of the form y˜k = (1 + εk)yk with
εk ∈ [−ε¯, ε¯] where ε¯ > 0 represents the signal to noise ra-
tion (SNR). Fig. 1 presents the results corresponding to
an increasing noise level with K = 10. While, very gen-
erally, the result deteriorates with larger noise, this small
examples supports the claim that the presented approach
closely approximates the respective system property even
for large noise levels.
4 Data-Driven Inference of Optimal System
Properties
In the previous section, we introduced an approach to
verify whether an LTI system satisfies an IQCwith given
P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) over the horizon of (L − ν) with
Thm. 7. Usually, however, we are interested in finding
some ’optimal’ IQC, which within a class of IQCs pro-
vides the tightest description of the unknown system.
For instance, one might want to estimate the L2-gain of
the system, i.e., the minimal γ such that the system is
dissipative w.r.t.
P =
(
γ2Im 0
0 −Ip
)
.
This can be done via a standard bisection method, or we
can state it as a simple SDP reading
min
γ2
γ2
s.t. V νL
⊤(w)H⊤L (w)(IL ⊗ P )HL(w)V
ν
L (w)  0.
Other simple but important system properties are input-
strict and output-strict passivity. The excess or shortage
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of the respective passivity property, i.e., the minimal ρ
such that the system is dissipative w.r.t.
P =
(
ρiIm
1
2Im
1
2Im 0
)
or P =
(
0 12Im
1
2Im ρoIm
)
can again be found via a simple bisection algorithm or
an SDP since P is linear in ρi, ρo.
The optimal IQC within a specific class of parameter-
ized IQCs that a system satisfies in case of the L2-gain
or passivity parameters is quite intuitive. Similarly, we
consider a more general optimal IQC within a specified
parameterized class of IQCs to be an IQC for which
the semidefiniteness condition is tight. For an optimal
IQC, there hence exists a non-trivial input-output tuple
{uk, yk}
L−1
k=0 for which (4) holds with equality. The opti-
mal IQC therefore represents a tight description within
the given class of IQCs.
A very important class of IQCs that has been extensively
studied in literature are positive-negative (PN) multi-
pliers for which there exists a factorization such that
Mγ =
(
γ2Inr1 0
0 −Inr2
)
, Ψ =
(
Ψ11 Ψ12
Ψ21 Ψ22
)
, (14)
with Ψ11 ∈ RH
nr1×m
∞ , Ψ12 ∈ RH
nr1×p
∞ , Ψ21 ∈
RH
nr2×m
∞ and Ψ22 ∈ RH
nr2×p
∞ . Let us further only
consider filters Ψ for which Ψ12 = 0 (cf. triangular
factorization for positive-negative multipliers as dis-
cussed in [6]), Ψ11(z) fixed, and Ψ21(z), Ψ22(z) linearly
parameterized, i.e.
Ψ(z) =
(
Ψ11(z) 0
Ψ21(z) Ψ22(z)
)
, (15)
Ψ21(z) =
b∑
k=0
c
(21)
k B
(21)
k (z), Ψ22(z) =
b∑
k=0
c
(22)
k B
(22)
k (z).
Here, B
(21)
k (z), B
(22)
k (z), k = 0, . . . , b are fixed ba-
sis functions and c
(21)
k ∈ R
nr2×m, c
(22)
k ∈ R
nr2×p are
free parameters. Popular basis functions include, e.g.,(
1, (z + λ)−1, (z + λ)−2, . . . , (z + λ)−b
)
with |λ| < 1
fixed. The corresponding Toeplitz matrices of Ψ21 and
Ψ22 can be computed as
TL(Ψ21) =
b∑
k=0
c
(21)
k TL(B
(21)
k ),
TL(Ψ22) =
b∑
k=0
c
(22)
k TL(B
(22)
k ).
Note that TL(B
(21)
k ), TL(B
(22)
k ) are block Toeplitz ma-
trices, possibly non-square. In the following, we present
a semi-definite program (SDP) which computes the op-
timal IQC within the aforementioned class of IQCs that
an a priori unknown LTI system satisfies from only one
input-output trajectory.
To improve readability of the main results, we rearrange
vectors and matrices and denote
˜˜
V ν =
(
Imν 0mν×m(L−ν) 0mν×pν 0mν×p(L−ν)
0pν×mν 0pν×m(L−ν) Ipν 0pν×p(L−ν)
)
,
Hνu = HL(u)
(
˜˜
V ν
(
HL(u)
HL(y)
))⊥
,
Hνy = HL(y)
(
˜˜
V ν
(
HL(u)
HL(y)
))⊥
,
and T11 = TL(Ψ11), T21(c) = TL(Ψ21(c
21)), T22(c) =
TL(Ψ22(c
22)) to emphasize the parameter dependence of
Ψ21 and Ψ22.
We are now interested in finding the minimum γ2 over
all parameterized multipliers (14) with (15) such that
the L-IQC holds for the unknown LTI system on the
basis of only one input-output trajectory. This can be
interpreted as finding the tightest (dynamic) cone, i.e.
the cone with minimal radius γ, that our input-output
system is confined to.
Theorem 12 Suppose {uk, yk}
N−1
k=0 is a trajectory of an
LTI system G, u is persistently exciting of order L + n
and n ≤ ν < L. The smallest γ2 such that G satisfies the
(L− ν)-IQC (14)-(15) can be computed by
min
γ2,c
γ2 s.t. (16)(
I (T21(c)H
ν
u + T22(c)H
ν
y )
⊤
T21(c)H
ν
u + T22(c)H
ν
y γ
2Hν⊤u T
⊤
11T11H
ν
u
)
 0.
PROOF. Rearranging the terms in u and y in the result
in Thm. 7, the system G satisfies an (L−ν)-IQC defined
by (14) and (15) if
(
Hνu
Hνy
)⊤(
T11 0
T21(c) T22(c)
)⊤
Mγ⊗IL
(
T11 0
T21(c) T22(c)
)(
Hνu
Hνy
)
is positive semidefinite. This yields the equivalent
semidefiniteness condition
γ2Hν⊤u T
⊤
11T11H
ν
u
−
(
T21(c)H
ν
u+T22(c)H
ν
y
)⊤ (
T21(c)H
ν
u+T22(c)H
ν
y
)
 0.
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Using the Schur complement, we can rewrite this prob-
lem as the SDP given in (16). ✷
The resulting optimization problem (16) is hence an SDP
with 2(b + 1) + 1 decision variables that can be solved
efficiently using standard solvers.
One very important system property that falls into the
class of IQCs defined by (14) with (15) are conic rela-
tions. A system G is said to be confined to a conic re-
gion characterized by the real constants C ∈ R(p×m)
and γ ≥ 0 if the system is dissipative with respect to
P = Ψ⊤c MγΨc with
Ψc =
(
I 0
−C I
)
. (17)
While in [31] local convergence towards the tightest cone
(minimal γ) could be obtained via iterative experiments,
Thm. 12 provides means to compute the tightest cone
describing the a priori unknown LTI system from only
one input-output trajectory.
Corollary 13 Suppose {uk, yk}
N−1
k=0 is a trajectory of an
LTI system G, u is persistently exciting of order L + n
and n ≤ ν < L. The smallest γ2 such that G is confined
to the cone described by (C, γ2) over the horizon (L− ν)
can be computed by
min
γ2,C
γ2 s.t.(
I (−CLH
ν
u +H
ν
y )
⊤
−CLH
ν
u +H
ν
y γ
2Hν⊤u H
ν
u
)
 0
with CL = IL ⊗ C.
Very generally, while the L2-gain might be quite large
for some systems, a conic description can decrease γ sig-
nificantly and allowing for a dynamic filter provides an
even smaller γ.
Example 14 We reconsider the three randomly gen-
erated 2 × 2 MIMO systems from Ex. 11. We choose
again ν = 3, L = 200 and N = 500 and we de-
termine the tightest L-IQC considering the L2-gain
and the parameterization (15) with basis functions(
1, (z + λ)−1, (z + λ)−2, . . . , (z + λ)−b
)
, λ = 0.8,
b = 0, 1, 2, 3 for Ψ21, and Ψ11(z) = Ψ22(z) = I2. Note
that b = 0 represents conicity (cf. Cor. 13). The results
are illustrated in Fig. 2 and show that allowing for a conic
description already significantly improves the radius γ
compared to computing the L2-gain and hence decreases
the conservatism in the respective feedback theorem [47].
As expected, we can decrease the radius γ even more by
1
2
3
4
5
γ
m
in
L2 b = 0 b = 1 b = 2 b = 3
System properties
Fig. 2. Three random systems with L2-gain, tightest cone
and best dynamic parameterization.
−2 −1 0 1 2
0
5
10
Perturbation of c⋆k, k = 1, . . . , 8
re
su
lt
in
g
(s
u
b
o
p
t.
)
γ
m
in
Fig. 3. Illustration of optimal parameterizations c⋆k,
k = 1, . . . , 8.
allowing for additional dynamics in the filter. To show
that we indeed found the best transformation described
by the parameters c, Fig. 3 depicts how the minimal γ
varies locally with perturbation of the optimal parame-
terization c⋆k ± 2, k = 1, . . . , 8 for the random system
colored in blue and b = 1.
It is interesting to note that the minimal radius γmin
plotted over the different center parameters is continuous
but not necessarily differentiable. Further information on
this fact can be found in [31].
Remark 15 Another special case that falls in the above
category of IQCs are dynamic cones, or also called ’non-
linearity measures’, as explained for example in [33]. To
arrive at a dynamic cone description, we chooseΨ11(z) =
Im and Ψ22(z) = Ip, which yields
P (z) =
(
γ2I −Ψ⊤21(z)Ψ21(z) Ψ21(z)
Ψ21(z) −I
)
.
The smallest radius γ over the set of possible LTI approx-
imations is hence a measure on how nonlinear the system
at hand is. If the underlying system is linear, the same
IQC measures the distance with respect to another linear
system. Such a measure can be useful in model reduc-
tion of high dimensional systems, for example, and cor-
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responding robust controller design. Hence, for a given
reduced-order model Ψ21(z), we can compute the approx-
imation error γ. Furthermore, by parameterizing Ψ21(z)
through basis functions as described above, we identify the
closest LTI model within a given class. Hence, Thm. 12
enables what we call here lower-order model approxima-
tion (contributing towards ’data-driven model reduction’
[32]). The limitation yet is that we have to parametrize
the reduced model linearly to receive convergence guaran-
tees, but with the caveat that we at the same time receive
a measure γ describing the worst-case deviation between
full-order and reduced-order model.
Example 16 To underline Rem. 15, we consider the fol-
lowing 7th order system
G(z) =
(
2
z+0.51
1
z+0.19 +
1
z+0.21
1
z+0.55 +
2
z+0.2
2
z+0.52 +
3
z+0.5
)
,
which has an L2-gain of 11.9. We parameterize Ψ21(z)
with the basis functions (1, (z + 0.5)−1, (z + 0.2)−1) and
chooseΨ11(z) = Ψ22(z) = I2. Choosing ν = 10, L = 110
and N = 300 we retrieve the optimal parameterization
(i.e. the minimal γ) for
Ψ12(z) =
(
2.1 0.0
1.3 5.2
)
1
1 + 0.5z
+
(
−0.1 2.0
1.7 0.2
)
1
1 + 0.2z
which closely approximates G with the guaranteed ap-
proximation error γ = 0.05 and model order 4 < 7.
In this section, we have introduced an SDP for finding
the optimal IQC parametrized by NP multipliers (14)
with (15), which represents a quite general and impor-
tant class of IQCs. Another parameterization that is
equally applicable is, e.g. (cf. [40, Eq. (30b)]),
M =
(
0 I
I −γ
)
, Ψ(z) =
(
Ψ11(z) Ψ12(z)
0 Ψ22(z)
)
with Ψ22(z) a priori fixed and Ψ11(z), Ψ12(z) linearly
parameterized.
5 Guarantees for the Infinite Horizon
While already many data-based methods exist which
learn control theoretic system properties holding
over a finite time horizon (cf. L-IQC in Def. 5)
[18,21,23,28,29,31], there have only been very few re-
sults on the infinite horizon (cf. Def. 4) given finite data.
While sharp results on the infinite horizon without an
explicit model of the system seem difficult, it is already
sufficient to receive an upper bound on the difference
between infinite and finite horizon to guarantee a (pos-
sibly conservative) system property over the infinite
horizon. Informally speaking, we investigate how much
can go wrong by only considering the finite horizon in
Def. 5. We start with quite general results for IQCs
satisfied by single-input single-output (SISO) systems
and then explain what this implies for specific IQCs and
dissipation inequalities. We will end this section with a
short discussion on MIMO systems.
We start with the following lemma that establishes a
transformation, which will later be used in the main re-
sult of this section.
Lemma 17 Let G be a stable, discrete-time LTI sys-
tem and let Ψ be a causal and stable LTI filter. If there
exists a stable and causal left inverse Ψ−111 such that
‖Ψ12GΨ
−1
11 ‖∞ < 1, then G˜ : r1 7→ r2 as depicted in
Fig. 4 is causal and stable.
r1 r2
− +
Ψ21
Ψ22G
Ψ−111
Ψ12G
Fig. 4. Transfer function G˜ : r1 7→ r2.
PROOF. By assumption, Ψ21 + Ψ22G is causal and
stable. With the small-gain theorem, we know that
(Ψ11 +Ψ12G)
−1 is causal and stable if ‖Ψ12GΨ
−1
11 ‖∞ <
1. Note that the small-gain argument also implies well-
posedness of the interconnection in Fig. 4. As a series of
causal and stable LTI systems, G˜ : r1 7→ r2 as depicted
in Fig. 4 is causal and stable. ✷
This lemma leads us to the main result of this section
for SISO LTI systems.
5.1 Infinite Horizon Properties of SISO Systems
For SISO LTI systems, where m = p = nr1 = nr2 =
1, we can bound the remainder term from an L-IQC
to an IQC over the infinite horizon using [5,36] via the
following result.
Theorem 18 Let G be a stable, discrete-time SISO
LTI system, which satisfies the L-IQC given by
P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MΨ(z) with
M =
(
γ2 0
0 −1
)
and let Ψ admit a stable and causal inverse of Ψ11 such
that ‖Ψ12GΨ
−1
11 ‖ < 1. Then, G satisfies the (infinite
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horizon) IQC given by P (z) = Ψ∼(z)MinfΨ(z) with
Minf =
(
(γ + ǫ)2 0
0 −1
)
and ǫ = O
(
1
L2
)
.
PROOF. We introduce(
r1
r2
)
=
(
Ψ11 Ψ12
Ψ21 Ψ22
)(
u
y
)
.
With u = (Ψ11 + Ψ12G)
−1r1 and r2 = (Ψ21 + Ψ22G)u,
G˜ : r1 7→ r2 can be depicted as given in Fig. 4. Lem. 17
shows that the transformed system G˜ is causal and sta-
ble, which reduces the problem to finding the difference
of the L2-gain of G˜ over the horizon L and the L2-gain of
G˜ over the infinite time horizon. Since we showed that G˜
is causal and stable, we can apply [5, Thm 4.1] to prove
that the L2-gain over the horizon L of G˜ approaches the
L2-gain over the infinite horizon for increasing L with
ǫ = O
(
1
L2
)
. ✷
The general idea of Thm. 18 is hence to translate the
problem of a desired IQC for a system G to the question
of the L2-gain of a transformed (but stable and causal)
system G˜ and then to apply the results in [5] for the
L2-gain. A specific expression for ǫ and a lower bound
on L to retrieve a specific ǫ can be found in [36] for
all L ≥ 3. Thm. 18 implies that the difference between
considering a finite versus an infinite horizon vanishes at
least quadratically with increasing horizon L.
The results above apply, for example, to the most com-
mon dissipativity properties. Choose, for example, Ψc as
in (17) to retrieve general conic relations. This yields for
the radius of the conic relation γinfinite ≤ γfinite+ ǫ. Fur-
thermore, since ǫ depends on the norm of G˜, finding the
minimal cone containing the input-output operator typ-
ically reduces also the remainder term ǫ. Other examples
include output strict passivity where the L2-gain esti-
mation over the infinite time horizon of the transformed
system via
Ψρo=
(
1 0
(γ + ǫ) − 12(γ+ǫ)
)
yields the output strict passivity property over the in-
finite time horizon. Note that Ψc as well as Ψρo imme-
diately satisfy the conditions of Thm. 18, i.e. admit a
stable and causal inverse of Ψ11 and ‖Ψ12GΨ
−1
11 ‖∞ = 0.
Remark 19 Thm. 18 combined with the results from
[36] suggest roughly that smaller ‖G˜‖∞ imply smaller ǫ
for a given data length L. To decrease ǫ or in order to
use shorter input-output trajectories, a very interesting
filter Ψ is
Ψ =
(
I 0
0 Sρ−
)
,
where Sρ− is defined by wρ = Sρ−w as wρk = ρ
kwk,
ρ < 1. For more information, the reader is referred to
[16], where this filter has been used to show exponen-
tial stability. Applying these exponential filters to input-
output trajectories can decrease ǫ and can extend the re-
sults of this section to unstable systems, where the nu-
merical calculations otherwise become difficult. Special
attention, however, must be paid to how this is influenced
by measurement noise.
The restricting condition for the application of Thm. 18
to general IQCs is that we assume nr = ns = 1 although
many IQC descriptions include tall filters Ψ. Generally
speaking, nr, ns > 1 brings us to the MIMO problematic
as discussed in the next subsection.
5.2 Infinite Horizon Properties of MIMO Systems
Since the result from [36] and hence the results above
strongly rely on the Toeplitz structure of an input-
output description of a discrete time SISO LTI system
and the corresponding results on the norms of Toeplitz
matrices [5] they are not transferable to MIMO sys-
tems. An obvious, but quite conservative, approach is to
bound the L2-gain over the infinite time horizon from
each of the inputs to each of the outputs and take the
matrix norm as an upper bound for the L2-gain over
the infinite time horizon of the MIMO system. In most
cases, however, this yields a quite conservative bound
for the L2-gain of the MIMO system.
Very generally, we will retrieve the exact operator norm
with Thm. 7 in the limit L → ∞ also for MIMO sys-
tems (cf. Appendix). However, we are more particularly
interested how fast we approach the true operator gain
(and then, via transformations as introduced before, any
other system property). For generalMIMO systems, this
remains an open question. We have a very special solu-
tion for quadratic MIMO finite impulse response (FIR)
models, which goes back to results on norms of finite
sections of perturbed Toeplitz band matrices [27], where
the authors analyze how singular values of the finite sec-
tions Toeplitz matrices approximate the singular values
of infinite Toeplitz matrices.
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Proposition 20 Given a square FIR MIMO system G,
G(z) =
l∑
k=0
gkz
−k, gk ∈ R
m×m, l ∈ N,
with det G(z) 6= 0 for all {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}. Then, for all
L ≥ 20l, L-dissipativity with
P =
(
γ2Im 0
0 −Im
)
implies dissipativity over the infinite horizon for
P =
(
(γ + ǫ)2Im 0
0 −Im
)
with ǫ ≤ 20l
L
‖G‖∞.
PROOF. This result is based on Lemma 4.3 in [27]. A
more detailed explanation can be found in the Appendix.
Together with Lem. 17 from before, this can again be
applied to other system properties. However, the trans-
formed system needs to be again FIR, which holds for
dissipativity properties but is generally not true in the
case of general IQCs.While the above result is quite con-
servative it exemplarily shows that even in the MIMO
case at least some qualitative results can be obtained.
Example 21 We determine the L2-gain and the small-
est cone containing the input-output behavior of a ran-
domly generated 2 × 2 MIMO system with system order
n = 5 (i.e. Matlab function drss with rng(0)) over dif-
ferent horizons L. The results in Fig. 5 illustrate differ-
ent phenomena. Even though the theoretical results in
Thm. 18 hold only for SISO systems, it seems that similar
behavior can be observed also for MIMO systems. Fur-
thermore, by allowing for a transformation with a center
matrix C, we can greatly reduce the conservatism of the
L2-gain. Moreover, as suggested in our analysis, due to
the smaller L2-gain of the transformed system, the ra-
dius γopt converges with increasing L significantly faster
towards the corresponding infinite horizon value. During
the first steps, as the optimal C parameter also deviates
from the optimal C due to the short data horizon, the
minimal radius for the non-optimal C is larger than the
minimal radius for the optimal C.
6 High Dimensional Numerical Example
Throughout the last sections, we provided small exam-
ples to illustrate the presented results and effects of dif-
ferent parameters. In the following, we focus on a rather
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
0 50 10025 75
horizon L (for L-IQC)
11.44
L2-gain
γopt
Fig. 5. Determining the L2-gain and the tightest cone con-
taining the input-output behavior of an 2 × 2 MIMO sys-
tem over different horizons L. Here, • denotes the L2-gain
estimate, • denotes the γ estimate resulting from the corre-
sponding C estimate, and • denotes the true γ with respec-
tive to the same C estimate.
high dimensional system with connection to a real ap-
plication. We consider a model of a building (the Los
Angeles University Hospital), which has been listed as a
benchmarkmodel reduction problem, e.g., in [7,35] when
a full mathematical model of the system is known. The
model can be found, for example in [35] and references
therein 1 . The building has eight floors each with three
degrees of freedom. The model is hence of dimension
n = 48 and we overestimate the system order by ν = 50.
We simulate the model with a sampling time of δt = 0.1.
The SDPs are solved with the Multi-Parametric Tool-
box 3.0 [13] together with YALMIP [17]. The results
presented below illustrate that the presented method is
simple to apply, can outperform model identification via
standard tools and consecutive analysis of the identified
model, and it provides good results in determining IQCs
even for high dimensional systems and in the presence
of measurement noise.
6.1 Dissipativity Properties - a comparison to system
identification methods
We measure K = 3 trajectories of length N = 2400
with the output being subject to uniform multiplicative
measurement noise of the form y˜k = (1 + εk)yk with
εk ∈ [−ε¯, ε¯] at different noise levels ε¯ > 0 representing
the signal to noise ration (SNR). The true system has an
input-feedforward passivity parameter of ρi = −0.001
and, as also stated in [7], an operator gain of γ = 0.0052.
The following table provides the estimated operator gain
and passivity index via simple bisectionmethod together
with Algorithm 1 for L = 1050. It can be seen that even
for high levels of noise, the estimate of the operator gain
1 The authors of [35] made their MATLAB files available
on http://verivital.com/hyst/pass-order-reduction/.
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as well as the passivity parameter are consistently close
to the true values.
ε¯ 0 1 % 10 % 25 % 50 %
γ (·10−3) 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.0
ρi (·10
−3) -1.0 -1.0 -0.9 -0.9 -0.8
We now choose the same input-output trajectory for
the case ε¯ = 0.25 and apply standard system identi-
fication tools, i.e. Matlab functions ssest (estimates
state-space model by initializing the parameter via a
subspace approach or an iterative rational function es-
timation approach and then refines the parameter val-
ues using the prediction error minimization approach),
ssregest (estimates state-space model by reduction of a
regularized ARX model), and n4sid (estimates state-
space model using a subspace method). Each of the
approaches are initialized with three different assump-
tions on the model order: 10 (underestimated), 41 (sug-
gested by the respective Matlab function), 70 (overes-
timated). After the model identification, we then deter-
mine the gain and the input feedforward passivity in-
dex with norm(·,inf), getPassiveIndex(·,’input’), respec-
tively. The result is summarized in the table below.
assumed
system order:
10 41 70
ssest (·10−3)
γ = 5.3
ρi = −0.2
γ = 5.9
ρi = −0.3
γ = 5.3
ρi = −∞
ssregest (·10−3)
γ = 4.4
ρi = −0.8
γ = 5.1
ρi = −1.1
γ = 5.3
ρi = −1.0
n4sid (·10−3)
γ = 5.4
ρi = −0.8
γ = 5.3
ρi = −1.0
γ = 7.6
ρi = −∞
We can see that standard system identification tools
from one noise-corrupted input-output trajectory pro-
duced quite variable results which are also highly depen-
dent on the assumed system order. Please also note that
for a system order of 70 the system identification func-
tion ssest required over 1 hour on an Intel i7, while the
computational expenses for the simple bisection method
together with Algorithm 1 are below one minute.
6.2 Determining an optimal IQC
From expert knowledge and insights to the mechanics of
the building, one might have the suspicion that part of
the system dynamics of the high dimensional system ap-
proximately behaves like a second order low-pass filter.
With the presented method, one can apply a data-driven
low-order approximation approach with - most impor-
tantly - a guaranteed bound on the approximation error
γ. We choose the IQC
M =
(
γ2Im 0
0 −Ip
)
Ψ(z) =
(
Im 0
−Ψ21(z) Ip
)
with Ψ21(z) =
∑2
k=1 c
(21)
k B
(21)
k (z), where we choose two
second order low-pass filters as basis functions. As a re-
sult, we hence find with N = 1210 that over the horizon
L−ν = 500 (L = 550), the best approximationGlo with
the chosen basis functions B
(21)
k (z), k = 1, 2 is
Glo =
2.67 · 10−4(10z + 1)
z2 + 0.5z + 0.1
+
5.33 · 10−5(z + 1)
z2 − 1.2z + 0.7
and the difference between Gfull and the lower order Glo
over the horizon L− ν = 500 is bounded by γ = 0.0035.
As reference value, we find with full model knowledge
‖Gfull−Glo‖∞ = 0.0035. Finding and verifying an IQC
hence worked via simple computations.
In the following we investigate how the choice of the
horizon as well as ν influences the computed best ap-
proximationGlo as well as the radius γ. The table shows
‖Gfull−Glo‖∞ for the computed best approximationGlo
and the computed radius γ for the corresponding L− ν-
IQC. We can see that shortening the horizon does not
significantly deteriorate the computed Glo, and even for
this high-dimensional system γ quickly approaches the
corresponding value of the infinite horizon for increasing
L.
L− ν 100 200 300 400 500
‖Gfull−Glo‖∞ (·10−3) 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5
γ (·10−3) 2.9 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.5
As implied by the theoretical results in Sec. 3, there is
no change in the result for different ν ≥ n. Even for
smaller ν, we receive an upper bound on the true L− ν-
IQC, which might however be conservative (especially
for ν ≪ n), as explained in Sec. 3.
ν 10 28 48 50 70
‖Gfull−Glo‖∞ (·10−3) 5.2 4.3 3.5 3.5 3.5
γ (·10−3) 65.2 4.4 3.5 3.5 3.5
Finally, we add measurement noise and calculate the ap-
proximation error γ considering the IQC with the above
given parameters c via Algorithm 1 and K = 3. We can
see that even for high dimensional systems, verifying an
IQC works remarkably well also in the presence of sig-
nificant measurement noise.
ε¯ 0 % 1 % 5 % 10 % 25 % 50 %
γ (·10−3) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.4
7 Conclusion and Outlook
We introduced a simple approach to verify and find IQCs
from only one input-output trajectory of an unknown
12
LTI system. We also provided guarantees to find the
tightest system property descriptions via a simple SDP,
as well as introduced means to infer the system proper-
ties also over the infinite horizon. A high-dimensional ap-
plication example showed the potential of the approach
even for challenging applications as well as in the pres-
ence of noise. Generalizing these ideas to (slightly) non-
linear systems shall be the subject of future work.
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A Appendix
In the following, we briefly summarize some results from
[5] and [27] which can then be used to prove Prop. 20.
Consider a sequence {an}
∞
n=−∞ of complex numbers and
the corresponding Toeplitz matrix
A =

a0 a−1 a−2 . . .
a1 a0 a−1 . . .
a2 a1 a0 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 . (A.1)
Theorem 22 (Toeplitz 1911) The matrix (A.1) de-
fines a bounded operator on l2 if and only if the numbers
{an} are Fourier coefficients of some function a ∈ l∞,
an =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
a(eiΘ)e−inΘdΘ, n ∈ Z,
where i denotes the imaginary unit. In that case the norm
of the operator given by (A.1) equals
‖a‖∞ := ess supz∈C:|z|=1|a(z)|.
Hence, the Toeplitz matrix T (G) representing the con-
volution operator of an asymptotically stable SISO LTI
system G is a bounded operator with ‖T (G)‖ = ‖G‖∞
representing its operator norm. Let us now consider
quadratic MIMO systems m = p.
Let ak, k ∈ Z be the m×m matrix ((aij)k)
m
i,j=1 formed
by the Fourier coefficients of a function a = (aij)
m
i,j=1 ∈
Cm×m, where C denotes all continuous functions defined
on the unit circle {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}. The block Toeplitz
operator T (a) : lm2 → l
m
2 is defined by the matrix repre-
sentation
T (a) = (ai−j)
∞
i,j=0 =

a0 a−1 a−2 . . .
a1 a0 a−1 . . .
a2 a1 a0 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 ,
which can hence represent the convolution operator of
MIMO systems.
Considering the input-output behavior over a finite time
horizon, the resulting input-output operator is a finite
section of the Toeplitz operator T (a). We define SL
such that SLx = SL(x0, x1, . . . , xL−1, xL, xL+1, . . . ) =
(x0, x1, . . . , xL−1, 0, 0, . . . ). Then the finite sections
TL(a) are defined by the truncated mL×mL matrices
TL(a) := SLT (a)SL = (ai−j)
L−1
i,j=0, L ∈ N.
From e.g. [27], we then know that for all generating func-
tions a ∈ Cm×m, the Toeplitz operator T (a) is a linear
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bounded operator on lm2 and ‖T (a)‖ = ‖a‖∞. Hence,
we’ll retrieve the exact operator norm in the limit (for
L→∞).
Furthermore, from [27] we know that a Toeplitz operator
T (a), a ∈ Cm×m is Fredholm if and only if det a(z) 6= 0
for all {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}, which generally requires that
a(z) has no zeros on the unit circle. This brings us to
Lem. 4.3 in [27].
Lemma 23 Let a be a trigonometric polynomial of the
form
a(z) =
l∑
k=−l
akz
−k, ak ∈ C
m×m, l ∈ N,
such that det a(z) 6= 0 for all {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}. If
L ≥ 20l then(
1−
20l
L
)
‖a‖∞ =
(
1−
20l
L
)
‖T (a)‖ ≤ ‖TL(a)‖.
Applying this result with ak ∈ R
m×m, and ak = 0 for
all k < 0 brings us directly to Prop. 20 for MIMO FIR
filters.
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